
INFORMATION SHARING WITH ASHA FOR EDUCATION-
AUSTIN CHAPTER FOR GARIMA PROJECTS 

 
It is understood that Sankalp Ek Prayas ensures every 
information to be shared with its donor/ support organizations 
and make every details furnished to its support Group. We 
believe that such information sharing helps our support 
organizations to understand our work and get the in depth 
understanding of the changes brought with their support in the 
lives of the needy ones. 
 
Accordingly, we furnish herewith the various details as desired 
by ASHA FOR EDUCATION-AUSTIN CHAPTER and request 
them to kindly feel free to desire any further details which may 
require as per your modalities. 
 
 

1. When can you send us the audited fund utilization report 
for 2021-22? 
 
This is in final stage and we aim to submit it this weekend 
or in early next week.  

 
2. From the list of 91 garima didis, how many are master 

garima didis? How many total master garima didis do you 
currently have? What is the stipend of the local garima 
didis? 
 

I. At present 08 Garima Didis are working and remaining 
12 are under scrutiny/finalization. We aim to have 
approx. 20 Master GARIMA didis in 05 districts where 
we are operating. The training through consultants 
and through other organizations are going on. Before 
placing any volunteers into the role of Master Garima 
Didis, we want them to have developing basic 
understanding of GARIMA modules. As per our plan 
and ongoing capacity building, it is expected that we 



can have at least 12-15 Master Garima volunteers 
ready by 15th Oct-22.  

II. We use our point teachers [the teachers involved in 
our educational centers [(approx. 300 LRCs (Learning 
Resource Centers)] as Village Garima Didis. The idea 
is to expand the benefits of GARIMA programme 
through the existing logistics and resources of 
Sankalp Ek Prayas. These village Garima Didis are 
getting Rs 2000/- stipend for their engagement as 
village educators.  

III. For Garima, these point persons are not getting any 
fixed stipend rather their stipend in respect to Garima 
is based upon the work they do during the month. 
Presently, the in house modules of GARIMA i.e 
Sankalp Ek Prayas GARIMA modules are of One Day 
duration each, the modules under Sankalp Ek Prayas-
Missing Girls are varying from 2 hours to 4 hours per 
module, the modules of Sankalp Ek Prayas-Slup Out 
Loud varying from 3 hours to 5 hours. Hence, the 
village GARIMA didis get stipend based upon the 
duration of modules. Ideally, we provide 150 Rs for a 
3 hours modules/ workshops.  
The details of the workshops conducted are 
accounted by Master Garima Didis and based upon 
the workshops conducted by village Garima Didis, the 
stipends are directly sent to the account of the Garima 
Didis.    

 
3. What is the status of Sankalp's FCRA application? 

 
The officials of Home Ministry has visited my home in Aug-
22 and had a details meeting i.r.of the activities of Sankalp 
Ek Prayas. They have called Rinu and most probably they 
would have meeting with Rinu in Bhilai on Monday 
[19.09.22]. The officials visited my home in Durgapur have 
expressed their satisfaction on the procedures of Sankalp 
Ek Prayas and they have informed me that they have sent 



their report to Ministry. It is expected that shortly, we shall 
get the renewal. 
 

4. Audit report - I have attached the audit reports I have from 
2021-22 and 2022-23. I noticed that the account numbers and 
corresponding amounts mentioned in the closing balance of 
2020-21 and opening balance of 2021-22 have been switched. 
Which one is correct? 
 

Matter examined by our Finance Head. He has confirmed that 
this is a typing error. His confirmation is as follows:- 
 

4) Inadvertently, the account numbers have been err typed, interchanging the balance. May 

please read the opening balance for 2021-22 as:  

 Axis Bank       60,258.00 

 SBI (A/c:37370458261)       19,534.93 

 SBI (A/c:35841293488)    7,01,989.04 
 

5. Fund-utilization of 1st half. Can you give some more details 
about these costs? How many master garima didis? Which 
organizations were paid for Garima capacity building? What 
types of costs contribute to the cost of the workshops (INR 
195000)?  
 

I. We base our plan based upon the approved budget as 
follows: 

 

Budget Heads  Remarks 
Total 
(INR) 

Unutilized 
Funds 
[21-22] 

Austin 
Approval for 
22-23 

Total Budget 
for 22-23 

Garima Didi Engagement 
[Monthly Stipend] Honaririum 9,00,000 1,02,000 798000.00 900000.00 
Training /Workshops for 
GARIMA DIDIS 
UNICEF/Expert Agencies 
[Life Skills] 

Capacity 
Building 2,40,000 1,00,000 140000.00 240000.00 

Workshops 
[Children/Parents/Commun
ity] 

Garima 
Workshop 3,00,000 0.00 300000.00 300000.00 

Travelling/ Photocopy/ 
Admin Cost Travelling 1,80,000 72000.00 108000.00 180000.00 

Part Cost for Free Sanitary 
Napkins Cost for Girls 
Child throughout the year 

Raw 
Materials 149470.00 65470.00 84000.00 149470.00 

Total   

1769470.0
0 339470.00 1430000.00 1769470.00 



 
 

I. We have presently 8 Master Garima Didis. Their present 
montly stipend varies from 8000/- Per Month [Sushma] to 
4000/- For new Garima Didis. Our Capacity Building 
Training Programme is going on which aims at preparing 
20 Master Garima Didis by Oct-22.  

II. The Budget Head Honorarium consists of Honorarium for 
Garima Didis [for Both Master Garima Didis and Village 
Garima Didis]. Considering the overall budget of 
honorarium of 9 Lakhs, we are restricting / rationalization of 
our programmes so as to ensure the expenses under this 
head should be limited to 9 Lakhs in 22-23. 

III. The Capacity Bulding Head included expenses i.r.of 
conduct and administration of Training Programme for 
Master and Village Garima Didis. Presently, the three 
external organizations [UNICEF, SLUM OUT LOUD AND 
MISSING GIRLS] have not charged any cost for conducting 
Training Programmes and they conducted programmes 
through on line mode. However, all in-house training 
programme and programme through externals (conducted 
by an Expert on Adolescent Girls domain) had cost such as 
Training Fees charged by the Consultants, stationery, etc.  

IV. Garima Workshop cost involved all costs relating to conduct 
of workshops by the village Garima Didis. This includes 
cost such as arrangement of all materials such as 
Workbook for Girls (each costs approx. 50 Rupees for 
Missing Girls collaboration), Assessments, etc. Besides, 
once we have our vehicle in Oct-22, the cost of essential 
health items which shall be made available to Adolescent 
girls shall be booked under this head only. We are ensuring 
that in 22-23, this expenses should be limited to our budget 
i.e Rs 3 Lakhs only.   

V. The Travelling head included all cost involved by Garima 
Didis in Travelling based upon their actual travelling. 
Besides, the cost involved in sending Sanitary Napkins, 



Infrastructure like Projectors ets for workshops are included 
in this budget head. 

VI. Cost under Raw Material/ Sanitary Napkins include all costs 
relating to procurement of Raw Materials/ Packaging etc.  

 
6. According to 15 master garima didis paid at INR 5000 for 6 
months, the honorarium expenditure should be 4.5 lakhs, but I 
see it at 3.98 lakhs. What is the reason behind this difference? 
Did you have fewer master garima didis, or lower stipend, or 
fewer working months, or something else? 
 

I. The budget head of Honorarium – Garims Didis include 
expenses as honorarium to Master Garima Didis [working 
as full time] and Village Garima Didis [working as part time 
and paid as per the work done in the month (calculated 
based upon the workshop conducted)]. Presently, we have 
8 Master Garima Didis in Sep-22 (expected to reach 15-20 
by Oct-22). The stipend of Master Garims Didis are also 
based upon the actual working days prorated on fixed 
Monthly stipend. 

II. Sankalp Ek Prayas Garima project is a low cost high impact 
model trying to help maximum adolescent girls with the 
limited available budget.  

III. Sankalp Ek Prayas is trying to keep the honorarium budget 
ceiling as 9 Lakhs for the FY 22-23. 

IV. As Sankalp Ek Prayas is running GARIMA project in 5 
districts with limited budget, the speed and execution of the 
programme is being rationalized considering the availability 
of budget.  

 
 
7. We also want to know, how are the salaries for Garima 
didis paid - bank deposit, or cash? 
 

I. Sankalp Ek Prayas does not make any transaction to 
Garima Didis in cash. All transactions are through Back 
Transfer only. 

 



OTHER RELEVANT DETAILS 
 
1. The GARIMA volunteers / GARIMA Didi have been provided 
Capacity Building Trainings through Adolescent Care/Gender 
Experts  through class room mode/ offline, and organizations 
working in these domains Slum Out Loud and Missing Girls 
through online mode. The Garima Didis in new districts such as 
Dhamtari, Balod, Bemetara and Rajnandgaon have been 
included in GARIMA in addition to Garima Didis from Durg 
District. As such, now Sankalp Ek Prayas Garim Didis are 
present in Five Districts of Chhattisgarh. 
 
2. Presently, Sankalp Ek Prayas is able to engage 91 Garima 
didis volunteers in various GARIMA related activities including 
conducting workshops in villages.  As Sankalp Ek Prayas is 
already working in 300 Learning Resource Education Centers in 
5 districts, Sankalp Ek Prayas , the idea is to ensure that the 
volunteers engaged in these centers could be trained and 
engaged as Garima Didis for Garima Activities and expand the 
impact of GARIMA in a wider reason. 
 
3. Recently, the 6 Modules Based Adolescent Girls intervention 
in collaboration with Slum Out Loud has been completed with 
3000 beneficiaries and Base Line and End Line data also 
captured for measuring the impact of this 6 months interventions.  
 
4. With the support from Caring Fund [ 10 Lakh ] and Asha For 
Education Silicon Valley [approx 3 Lakhs], the automatic sanitary 
napkin installation has been received at Sankalp Ek Prayas and 
in Sep-22, the production unit shall be inaugurated. With the bulk 
production, Sankalp Ek Prayas would support the GARIMA 
beneficiaries in 22-23 for which preparation is going on. In 
between, Sankalp Ek Prayas is presently sending 6000 Packs of 
Sanitary Napkins to 3000 new beneficiaries of GARIMA project 
in Dhamtari, Rajnandgaon, Balod and Bemetara.   
 



5. The training of volunteers with Missing Girls has been 
completed and the modules are being executed in Durg districts. 
As the workshops require Projector display, we are starting the 
modules initially for 1000 girls in Durg where we have logistic 
arrangement. gradually, this shall be brought to other districts. 
 
6. Presently, the GARIMA volunteers are focusing in executing 
09 modules which have been developed by GARIMA team.  
 
7. The total GARIMA beneficiaries of Garima is presently 3000 
Girls which shall be reaching to 6000 by Oct-22 end as these 
girls are already identified in other districts and workshop already 
undergoing through GARIMA didis.  
 
8. The vehicle of Sankalp Ek Prayas is likely to be received in 
One Week Time. We are aiming at inaugural of Vehicle services 
with Sanitary Napkin Installation either on 2nd Oct-
22.  Meanwhile, we are discussing with local nursing institutes 
for ensuring medical services being brought under GARIMA. We 
aim to ensure significant services  for our beneficiaries girls once 
these two services (Sanitary Napkin Installation and GARIMA 
Vehicle] are successfully integrated in GARMA project in next 
few days. 
 
9. Through PHF, there is discussion going on for launching 
Female Youth Fellowship of Sankalp Ek Prayas for rural female. 
It is expected that PHF is likely (discussion going on) to support 
for capacity building and fellowship (approx 30) with an 
estimated annual fund of approx 30 to 40 Lakhs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


